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ADAPTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS:

SOME ATTEMPTS TO OPTIMIZE THE LEARNING PROCESS1

Richard C. Atkinson

Stanford University

INTRODUCTION

Cne oa:.not help but question the 'significance of psychology's con-

tribution tofthe development of effective instructional procedures. On

the one hand, psychology has been very influential in the field -of

education., In the list twenty-five years alLN:st every major' innovation

in educationprogrammed textbooks, havioral objectives, unfrade&

schools, individually

assisted instruction,

- few- an

nCt-been

prescrib nstruction, 'computer nianaged and

token economies, and tailciied testing to name a

be traced to psychology. In many cases these innovations have

due to psydhologists primarily identified with education, but

rather to.laboratory scientists whose .research has suggested new

approaches to instruction. Psychology can,be proud of that record of

ay.omplishment. But upon closet examination, it is evident that these

accomplishments are not as closely linked to psychological research as

many might believe. Psychology has suggested new approaches to education,

. but. these suggestions have not led to sustained research programa that

have the promise of producing a truly effective theory of instruction.

4
Ot)

Rather, psychology seems to provide the stimulns for innovation, but

1
To be published in Klahr, D. (Ed.), Cognition and Instruction. Hillsdale,

New Jervey: Erlbaum Associates, 1975.
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innovation that has not in turn led to a deeper understanding of the

learning process.process.

'Wny has psy..:hoiogy not had a more substantial impact? There are

s

several reasons. The brightest and ablest young psychologists usually

are not attracted to educational research, and the research that has'

been done tends to be piecemeal not pursuing' problems in real ilepth.

Thin picture may change in tfte near future due to the. limited lumber of

Jobs for new Ph.D.'s and to society.'S increasing emphasis on avlied

research. The more serious problm, however, is that psychole,!,13ts know

a great deal about the acquisition oindividualfacts and but '

very little about how these combine to form a meaningful menta.J. structure.

Effective methods for acquiring skills and facts are important, but the

majer problem ia the developt-nt of knowledge structures that are more

7'HA! ef individual facts. In order tt:, deal effectively with

probleels, we need theories that tell us how knowledge is

represented in memory, how information is retrieved from that knowledge

structure, how newihforMation is added too the structure, and how the

s,tem ..:an expand that knowledge structure by self - generative processes.

The development of such thedries is under way, and increasingly work in

cognitive psychology is moving to that direction. The contributions of

Anderson and 13ewer (1973), Newell and Simon (1972), Rumelhart and Norman iab'

(1973), and Schank (1974) are examples of sub"Stantial efforts to develop

comprenensive theories of cognition, and it is already evident that this

work will have implications for education. Such theories will not simply

add another wrinkle tc'educational research, but will lay the foundations



for reseerch encompassing a larger set of educationally significant .

problems than has been considered in the past.

In thisf.paper T want to review the ongolng work in my laboratory

that has implications for instruction. Some of that work represents

7
attempts to deal with the issue of complex knowledge structures, wh.reas

some is more restrictive dealing with the acquisition of spetifie skills

and facts. All of the work involves computer-based programs of instruc-

tion used on a daily basis in schools and colleges. These programs can

best be described as adaptive instructional systems. Ey that term

mew; two things: (1) the Sequence of instructional actions taken by the

program varies as a function of a given student's performance history,

and (2) the program is organized to modify itself automatically as more

students. complete the course and their response records identify defects

in instructionia strategies.

Our work on adaptive instructional systems 4s three foci. One is

the development of a course in computer programming for junior college

and college students; the second is a course for teaching reading in the

first three grades of elementary school; and the third is a foreign-

language vocabulary program being used at the college level. This paper

will reviewHresearch ;on each of these projects.

INSTRUCTION IN COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

Our fi tl efforts to teach computer programming involved the

development of a computer-assisted instruction (CAI) curriculum to teach

the AIR programming language; this course has been used extensively in

colleges and junior colleges as. an introduction to computer programming



(Beard, Lorton, Searle, & Atkinson, 1973). Hewever, it is a linear,

-"frame-oriented" CAI program and does riet.,provide individualized

tion during tnelprctlem-selving activity itself. After working tVirough

lesson segments syntax, expressions, etc., the stuaent is assigned;a.

problem to solve in AID. He must then leave the instructional program,

call up a separate AID interpreter, perform the required programming

task, and return tne instructional program with an answer. As the' .

student writes ni-; prrgram with AID, his only sources of assistance are

the error messages prcvide.d by the non-instructional interpteittr.

An inadequacy rA the AID course, especially for research purposes,

1.5 its limited ability to characterize individual students' knowledge

of specific skills and its inability to relate students' skills to the

curriculum as anything more than a ratio cf problems correct to problems

attmpt. The program 118kP rime listinctions between a student's

strengths and weaknOtses, and cannot present tnstructional material

specifically appropriate to that student beyond "hardee or "easier"

leseenz. In order to explo.....the effects of different.. curriculum selec-
,

ticJn srategies in more detail, we developed another introductory

programming courseo'capatJf of representing both its subject matter and

student performance more adequately. The internal representation of

programming skills and their relationships to` the curriculiM is similar

0

in some ways t the semantic networks used in the "generative" CAIlprograms

developed by Carbonell and others (Carbonell, 1970, and Collins, Carbonell,

& Warnock, 1973):

4
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The BASIC Instructional Program

An important feature of a. tutorial CA/ program is to provide assis-

tance,as the student attempts to solve a problem. The program must

contain a representation of the subject matter that is complex enough

to allow the program to generate appropr" assistance at any stage of

the 3tudent's solution attempt, The BASIC Instructional Program (BIP) ,

contains a representation of .information appropriate, to the teaching of

computer programming that allows the program both to provide help to

the student and to perform a limited but adequate analysis of the cor-

rectness of his program as a solution to the given problem.

To the student seated at a terminal 'BIP looks very much like a

typical timesharing BASIC operating system. The BASIC interpreter,

written especially for BIP, analyzes each program line after the student
16

types it, and notifies the student of syntax errors. When the student

run: nis prograzn, it is checked for structural ililegalities, and during

runtime "execution" errors are indicated. A file storage system, a

calculator, and utility commands a4available.

Residing above the simulated operkting system is the "tutor," or

instructional program. It overlooks thevntire student/PIP dialogUe

and motivates the instructional interaction.. In addition to selecting

and presenting programming problems to the student, the IP identifies

the student's problem areas, suggests simpler "subtasks," gives hints
,

or model solutions when necessary, offexs debugging aids, and supplies

incidental instruction in the form-of messages, interactive lessons, or

manual references..

6



At BIP's core is an ,information network whose.nodes are concepts,

skills, problems, sub-problem$, prerequisites, BASIC CN-',mands, remedial

lessons, hints., and.-manual references. The TA 'ork

terize both the logical structure cf the course and

is used to charac-
,_

Qur estimate of--the

5.2tudent's current state of knowledge; more will be said abcat the network

later. Figure 1 illustrateL, the interactions of the pars of the RIP

pro:gran.

The curriculum is organized as a set of-programming problems whose

text includes only the description of the problem, not lengthy descrip-

ti-Jr1:1 prcgramming, structures or explanations of syntax. There is no

fixed.c;rdeiing of the tasks; the decision to move from one task,to

another is made on the basis of the information about the tapks (skills

A invci- prerequisites, subtasks available) stored in BIP's network.

C

through the curriculum by writing, and running,

a program that solves the problem presented on his terminal. Virtually

limitations are imposed on the amount of time he spends, the number

f lines he writes, the number of .:iroc15 he is allowed. to make, the'

number of times he cheeses to execute the program, the changes he makes

within 1

ana

etc. The task on Which he is working is stored "on a stack-

like structure, so that he may work on another task, for whatever reason,.

and return to the previous task automatically. The curriculum structure\

can accommodate a wide variety of student aptitudes and skills. Most

-of the curriculum-related options are designed with the less- competent

student in mirwi. A more independent student may simply ignore the

c,ptions. Thus, BIP gives student.; the opportunity tc determine Iheir
sr IA. . .0°'

own "chgllenge
,t --by making assistance available but-'not inelNrftible:

. N.... ,,
.. ,

,
7 --

7#:

-
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MP offers tne strideg considerable flexibility in-making his own-,
.4

task- related decisions. He may asa for hints and subtasks to .help him

4...arted 1,1-1 selving tne given proble

-

, ti r he may ponder the problem

fir: his cwh, the manual fcr additichal Le;'ormation. mt,

request a different task by name in the evert that he wishes to work

ur 4* immeliatele e*teer eew task ear hot ) as he chooses.

t

On r.iz return, El? tells him the name a the agIgn-current
4

task,. and

nave Ito text printed to remind him of tne problem he is

Thl stultent may request the model solution for any task at

any , but gill not print
it,i*he model for the current task unless

tte student has exhausted the available-hints and subtasks. Taket to-

gether, the curriculum cp4i,2ts allow for
Tie

preferences rd behaviors.

ETP', itfc.rmation Network

a wide range of student

a.statce! and problem area

raquire 'w at ,4 .program nave a flexible' information store

ta,::k hints manual. references, etc. This store has been- built using

d teilmination

interrelating

the assciative language* LEAP, a FAIL 6.4-language, in which set, list

1

and prdereditriple data structure: are available (Feldman, row, Swinehart,

& Taylor, 197; Swinehart & Sproull, 1971; VanLehn, 1g73). Figure' 2

presents a simplified relationship among a few programming concepts,

specific observable skilils that characterize the acquisition of the

concepts, and pmgrammingW;blema
\

that require the use of those skills.

The network iz conetructed using the associative triple structure, and;

.

is deF,cribed in t nns of 1-11P varicp.1:1 types, of nodes:

1-)

I.

*.w...""""""
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All curricula elemente.

They are linked to each
tasks, or "must follow"

a

exist as
ether az
tasks.

task nodes `in the' network.

tiubtaske, prerequisite

Ttle skill noder are intermedires between tie concept nodes

and tte task erdes (Figure 2) Skills are very specific,-

e.g., '"eencateeating etrieg, variables" or "incrementing a

counter variable." By evaluating success on the individual
skills, the program estimate* competence levels in the con-

dapt areas. In'the network, skills are related to the tasks
that require them and to the concepts that embody them.

CCNCEPTS ; The principal concept areas covered by BO are the following:
interaceive programs variables and literals; expressions;

Input and cutpue; preigram control - branching;*r4etition
lc.,ops; debugging; subroutines; and arrays.

rtyrz

ANT

VIT.Ck4.4 -

Each gASIC operation (PRINT, LET, ...) 1,9 a node in the

networkThe operations are linked to the tasks in two
Aisys:"either as elements that must be used in the solution
cif the' problem, or as the that mus'enot be used in the

selutien..

The hint nedee are linked to the tasks for vhich they may

be nelpfUl. Each time a new skill, concept or BASIC operator
is introluced there' is an extra hint'that.gives a suitable

manual reference.

All ii ccverabie syntex,4truttural, and execution errors
exist as nodes in the network, linked to the relevant "help"
messages, manual references and remedia.. lessons.

rleaely, in some .eeses, a hierarchy among skills or problems

iMplicit; more frequeetly,hcwever, uCh a relationship cannot be

is

assumed.

By imposing only a very loose tiierarchy (e.g., requiring that ali students

begin the course with the ,7,ame problem), it is possible to select curric-

ulum and provide assistance on the basis of a student's demonstrated

competence level en spnefic skills, rather than on the basis of alire-

determinee, nceindividualized, sequence of problems. Studepts who acquire

4.4...-

competence if skills in. some manner other than-that Issumed by4spiette
.

-matter experts to be etandsed should benefit most from this potential



'Upon completion of a task, the student,is'given a "post task inter-
\ . .

View* in\ .which BrP presents the model aolutioh.storethfor,that prO lem.

The student\is encouraged' to regard themodel as only ore of many pssible

solution;;. BIP asks;the student whether he has solved the problem, then

asks (for each of the skills associated .with the task) whether Ile needs

more practice involving that skill. In addition to,the inforMati n

1t
,

gained 'from this' student self-enalysis; IaP also stores the resu of a

comparlsor between the student's program and the model solution, 'used

the output of both programs when. run on a set of teat data. The

student's responses to the interview and the results of to program

comparison are used .yin future BIP-generated 'curriaUlum decisions. MP

informs the student that he has completed.Ahe-task, and either allows

him to select his next task by name an off-line printed list of

rAmes and problem terns), or selects it for him.

example GI' the role of the information Network in.BIP's tutorial

capabilittet. is the BIP-generated curriculum decisions mentioned above.

By t7,1r,thg the studens owv evaluation of his skills, and by comparing

solution attemp-ts to the 'stored models, BIP can be said to "learn"

about each student as an individual who has attained a certain level of

competence In the skIlls associated with each task. For example, BIP

mignt nave recorded the fact that agiven student had demonstrated com-

petenle (and confience) in the skill of assigning a literal value to a

variable (e.g., Nt.e 1), but had failed to master the skill.of incrementing

a counter variable (e.g., N N41). RIP can then search the network to

locate the skill4+4,hat axe Appropriate to each student's Abilities and

present tasks tht incorpore'e those skills. The network provides they

12



1)a-se from which BIP can generate decisions that take into account both

the subject matter and the student, behaving somewhat like a human tutor

in Vresenting material *_:at either corrects specific weaknesses or

challenges and extends particular strengths, prcceeding into as yet un- -

enteuntered areas.

The BIP program has been running successfUlly with both junior

college and university students. However, the program is still very

much in an experimental stage. From a psychological viewpoint, the

principal researon .saes deal with (I) procedures for obtaining on-line

estimates c-77'7.' student abilities as represented in the information- network,

and (2) alternative methods for using the current estimates in the in-

f-:imatil network to make instructional decisions. Neither of

restricted to this particular course, and a major goal in the

pmen!7 cf &P is to provide an instrtiCtional model suitable to A

varlet_y c,f different subject areas. Two topics must be discussed in

relation to this goal: the nature of appropria;e-subject areas and the-

tnaradtertsti::.s.f the BIP-like structure that makes it particu-

larly uLefUl in teaching such subjects.

A subject well-suited to this approach generally fits the follolding

escription: it has clearly definable, demonstrable skills-, whose

relationships are well-known; the real content of the 'subject matter i

of a problem-soiving, ratner than a fact-acquiring, nature; the problems

presented to the student involve overlapping sets of .skills; and a

student's solution to a given problem can be judged as adequate or in-

adequate with acme.degree of confidence. The BASIC language, as taugnt

by BIP, is one such Subject: but the range of appropriate curriculums



goes well beyOnd the area of cmputer science. For example, elementary

statistics c o d 'be taught by a similar approach, as could algebra,

navigatic;n, acckAnting, or organic chemistry. All these subject areas

involve the manipulation of information by the student toward a known

goal, all level processes that can be carried out or simulated by a

crcomputer, ,And a I are based on a body of skills w lose acquisition by the

student can be measured with 'an acceptable degree of accuracy.

Because they,require the development of problem-solving skills,

.rather thr. tr4ememerization of facts, these subject areas are frequently

lifficult to master and difficult to tutor, especially using standard

techniques. One limitation of such standardkechniques is their

iependence on a "right" answer to a giyen question or problem, which

pmcludes active student participation in a problem-solving process

nsisting of many steps , none of which can be evaluated as-correct or

in::.rrec* except witnin the context of the solution aS a whole. .In

addition, standard CAI techniques usually consist-of an instructional

a
facility alone - -a mechanism by which information is presented and

:Nespeinses are judged. Tnistfacility, can be linked to a true problem-

zclving facility that allows the student to proceed through the steps

to a solutic)n, but the link does net allow the transfer of information

p

been the. instructional and the problem - solving /portions of the program.

,

heA. complete 41tegration of the two parts is "a kew feature of BIP, makiltig
i

appropriate to instruct ion in subject area'jst have been inadequately i

treated in CAI.

The most general charactertstic> of the"etworIC structure include

a representation of the curriculum in terms of the specific skills

114
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-require4 in its ,masteky and a representation of the student's current

levels of competence to each of the skills he has been required to use..

Indi4idual record-keeping 7lates each, student's pr6gress to the cur-

riculum at all times, and any number of schemes may be used tO apply

that relationship to the selection of tasks or the presentation of
.*

additional information, hints, advice, etc.

An important element of our network structure is the absence of an

established'path-through the curriculum, providing the built-in flexi-

-bility (like that of a human tutor) to respond to individual students'

strengths and weaknesses as each student works with the course. This 4'

can only be E;ccomplisneclthrough a careful analysis and precise specifi-

catic,..n of the skills,inherent in t,ne'subject matter, the construction of
.,

a thorough curriculum providing in-depth experience with all the skills,

ands E4-ructure of associations among elements of the curriculum that

all,Jwsr the implementation of 'various instructional strategies.

Instructional flexibility is complemented by research flexibility in

suon.a structure, because the nature of the associations can be modified

fr;r different experimental purposes. Once the elements of the network

have been established, it is easy, for example, to chsinge the prereq-

uisite relaltonship between two problems; or to. specify a higher level

of competence in a given skill as a criterion measure.

The cobsiderable complexity involved in programming this kind of

'flexible structure imposes a certain, limitation. Standard CAI "author

lang4ages" are not appropriate to this'network approach, and constructing

a CAI course on 131Ps pattern i. 'not a task to be undertaken by the

educator (or researcher) who has, no programming support The usefulness

15
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of author languages is their siMplicityteidh*.alloWs subject-matter

experts tc prepare course material relativelk quickly and easily. Most

author languages provide for alternative .paths through a curriculum, for

alternative answer-matching scheme-2,, and so forth; considerable complexity.

is certainly possible. .However, the limits, once reached, are real; and

the author simply cannot expand the ,,opiaistication of his course beyond

those limits.

The programming support required by the network approach, on the

otter hand, implies (1) <_the use of a general, powerful language allowing

access to all the capabilities of the computer itself, and (2) a pro-

gramming group with the training and experience te, make full use of the.

machine. It has been our experience that the flexibility of a general

purpose language, while expensive in a number of ways, is 'worth the costs

by virtue of the much greater fr4dom it allows in the construction of

tne curriculum and the m lementation.of experimental conditions. For

11a more complete descript 1n of B:P and a review of our plans for further.
research see Barr. Beard, and Atkinson (1974).

INSTRUCTION IN INITIAL READING (GRADES 1-3)

first efforts to teach reading under computer control were-
,

aimed at a totalcurrioulum that would be virtually independent of the

classroom teacher (Atkinson, 1968). These early efforts proved reason-

ably successful, but it soon became apparent that the cost of such; a

program would .be prohibitiire if applied onAl large-scale basis. Further;

it was demonstrated that. Some aspects of instruction could be done very

effectively using a computer, but that there were/ other tasks for which



the computer did not:have any advantages over classroom teaching. Thus,

ding the last four years, our orientation has changed and the goal now

.4r
is

v

deyelop low -cost CAI that supplements classroom teaching and con-

centrates

A t4dent

on those tasks in which Intlivijualizat critically impL,rtant.'

termie.al in the current program consists only (7.f a Model-33

teletypewrtter with an audio headset. There is no graphic or photographic

capability at the student terminal as there was in our first system, and

the c!~ ratter set cf the teletypewriter includes oily uppercase letters.

ler nand, the audio system is extremely fleXible and providesran tune

virtually instantaneous

es,,Ages.

Reading Curriculum

Feeding instTqction can be divided into two area which have been

access to any one of 6,000 recdrded words and

alding" and "communicaticn." Decoding is the rapid,

if cot autcmatic, association of phonemes or phoneme groups with their

re:5petive graphic representations.. .Communication involves reading for

mE,en.1:4; aetnk4c enjoyment, emphasis, and the like. Our CAI program.

p-F:,vide instruction in both. types of teaks, but focusii primarily on

lecoding. The prcgranr i.;: divided into eight parts or strands. As

indicated ire Figure 3, entry into a strand is determined by the student's/''

tI\level of achievement in the her strands. Instruition begins in Strand .

.0, which teaches the Skills r6\quired Winteract with the(program. Entry

into the other strands is di) p ident an the studeWs performance in

For example, the letter identification strand starts

.0

letters used in the earliest sight word:... When a

earlier s-*.rands.

with a subset of

student reaches a point in the letter idIntification strand where he rips
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Comprehension
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Figure 3.
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Schematic presentation of the strand structure. (Entry
into each strand depends on a student's performance in
'earlier at rand., The vertical dotted lines represent
'maximal rate contours which control the itudentla progress
in each strand relative to the other strands.).
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exhibited mastery ever the letters used the first words of the siglit-

,
word strand, he enters that strand. Similarly, entry into the spelling

pattern gtrand and the phonics strand is controlled- by the student's

placemeNt in the sight-wora strand. ui any givvn Jay, a student may to

, 1

seeing coker'ciseo drawn from as many as five strands. ,The dotted vertical

lines in Figure 3 represent:iMaximal reite.ctntours;" which control the

students progress in each strand relative to hie progoress.'in,other

strands. The raiicrAle underlying these cont6Uris that learn rig par-
_

t .

ticular material.,in enerstrand facilitates learning in another strand;

thus, the contours are consctjAucted so that the student learns specific

items from oue strand in conjunction with specific items frail other
4

strands,

Te CAI program is highly'individualized so that a trace through

Irriculum 1.3 unique ff;r each, studi.nt. Dur problem is to specify

new a given subject's response history should be used to make instrua-

decision!. The approach that ye have adopted is to develop

mathematical models for ,the acqIiisiton of the various skills in the

Tarrioullm, and then use these4mcdeis to specify optimal, sequencing

:schemes. 'Basically, this approa0 it what has come to be known in the

engineering literature as "optimal. Control 'theory," or, maw simply,

"control theory." Precisely tne same problemS are posed in the area of

instructiofil except that, the,oystem to be coptrolled is the human learner
.

rather than a maphine.orgroup of industriesw. If a learning model can

1104

. be specified, then methods of cont ml theory can be used t r.) derive

optimal instructional strategies.

1
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-1 Some of the optparzitionNprodures will reviewed ,later, but in..
/ .

/

ore
.

order for A7 reader to have s.ome idle of .h the'CALI program o Jet,

ow . . ,

,.-
At y let me fret describe a few of the simpler exercises used in Stran TI,

1.1 71, and IV. hand II provides fk; the development of a sight-word t

vocabulary. Vocabulary items are presented in five exercise formats;

,4nly the copy exercise and the recognition exercise will be described

here; The top panel of Table 1 illuitrates the copy exercise, and.the

lower panel illustrates the recognition exercise. Note that when a
.

,

student makes an error, the system responds with an audio message and

prints out the correct response. In earlier versions of the program,

the student was required to copy the correct response fo towing an error.
,c

Experiments demonstrated that the 'overt correction procedure was not

particularly effective; simply'displaying the correct wo d following an

error provided more useful feedback.

Strand III offers practice with spelling patterns4and emphasizes

the regular grapheme-phoneme correspondences that:exist in English.

Table2 1,11ustrates exercises from this strand. For 'the .exercise in

the top panel of Table 2, the student is presented with three words

involving the same spelling pattern and is required to select the,cor-

rect one based on its initial letters. Once the st dent has ?earned to

use the initial letter or letter sequence to diisti sh between words,

he moves to the recall exercise illUstrated in the bottom panel of
r.

Table 2. Here he workli witWa group of words, all invol.- the tape

spelling pattern. On each trial the audio system reOeits a.wo;Ohat

requires adding,an initial consonant. or consonant clusters to ice_ spelling

pattern mastered- in the/Oceceding exercise. Whenever aistudeni\makes a

fe.



VEST cort *um lirble

Itismple or Twoibtercliets, Used in St ;MID\ er' .

. N, (slowwbrd Recognition)
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The p
The s= responds by

tYPIng:
The program cutouts:
The program output!:
The studentinespands by

tYPINC:
The proem. outputs :

,fr

rids*

The program
The student

typing:
-The program
The proves
The student

tins'
The progres outputs:.

recogniticr exercise

responds bar
outputs:,

oitputs,: .67)
outPuts:

responds

'

PEN NET EGG

PO an NET

erne MO

(Great!)
(Type egg.)

($o, egg.)

(Type pen.)

(WI* et. )

(Fabulous I )

Note: The tap panel displays the copy, xercise and the

SW.= pane the reeognition exercise. Bows ,in the table

correspond to successive lines on the teletypewatelk,

prietOut.
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Ixamplea of the,gcognition and Recall Exercises
Used in Strand Il (Spelling Patterns)

Teletypewriter
display

Audio
116111111,18

The program outputs:
The student responds

by typing:
The program outputs:

oOgnition exafclie-

SecaLl exercise

(,type
kept.)

The program outputs:
The student responds

by typing:
The program outputs:

FT
(Type crept.)

fiat's
fabulous!)
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_correct response, a "+" sign is printed cn tne teletypewriter. In

addition, every so often the progrfun.will'give an audiO'foldback message;
4.

-these messages. vary from simple ones liice "great," "that's fabulous,"

"you're doing brilliantly," tc i.cme that have cheering, clapping,

bells ringing in the background. These. messages are not generated at

random, but depef':a on the student's performance on that particular day. /

When the student has mastered a specified number of words in the '4

sigt-word strand he begins exercises in the phonics stran0Ohis strand

concentrates on initial and,-final consonants and consonant clusters in

comi7ination with medial vowels. As in most linguistically oriented

cuticula,. students are not required to rehearse or identify edAsonant

scundz in isolation. The -emphasis is on patterns of vowels and con-

that bear regular correspondences to phonemes. The phonic strand

is the mcst complicated one of the group and involves eight exercise

mats:. tw,- /LI tne formate will be described here. The upper panel of

Table 3 oulustratez an exercise in which the student is required to

liehtif;/ the graphic representation -of phonemes occurrirgat the end of

wordz. Each trial begins with an audio presentation of a word that

includes the phonemes, and the student is asked to identify the graphic

representation. After mastering this exercise, he is transferred to

the exercise illustrated in the bottom panel of Table 3. The same

phonemes are 'presented, but now the student is required to construct

words by idling appropriate consonants.

Optimal Sequences for Individual Students

This has been a brief overview of some of the exercises used in the

curriculum; a more detailed account of the program can be found in

23
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Examples of Tiro ItmettisesP Stoind IV (Phonics)
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Atkinson, Fletcher, Lindsay, Campbell, and. Barr (1973). ';!ho key to tree

curelculum is the oPtimizatischemeS ;bat control the sequencing of

the exercise::; the fie tan be classified at three levels. One -.

level inv,,lves decisiun malting within eacn struh,l. The, problem 14

decide which items to present for study, which .exercise formats to pre-

4ent the- in, and when schedule review. A complete respcnseShistory

exists f,:reac!.: student, and this history isused to make trial -by -trial

dezisicms .regarding what tc present nextt. The second level of optimize-

Mice deals wit: decisions about allomatic,n of instructional time-

ranir'for a given stuomoLt..4 At the id of an instructional session,

ne .40en! will have tarred a certain point in each strand and a

dezl n muLt be made 4ebut the time to be allocated to each strand in

.7;es.,:A.,:n. The third level of optimization deals with the dia-

;:" in.;tructional t4,..= among tstudents. The question he is

Atii.c., .-,i7.17,..,ter :L el:.! ilmong .,';did Lt t acide4v In::;44'ucticnalI,
di..tjeetive that %re defined not or theAndividual studdnt but forthe

lia a a wn,:d. . In -ame_41=bal. sense, these three levels of optimize-

i.4.%.41.1 be 1...'-:egrated int a unified program. However, we have been

we,rk with each !;eparfttely, t ping that later they can be

i707, rPC att!.1 ".%tf:J .i.ing14 pacKage.

Optimization within a strand (what has been called Level. 1) can-be

the sight-w,,,rd straYid. The Strand comprises a list

1561.it 1,000 w the wt.rds e :hared. in terms of their frequency
4

Mary, and vcr4s at the teginiAng of the list havein the :tLtdent'L 7c

li
nlw,nly regular g pheme-pr,.(:neme .,-1m,,,pinder,4e..,.. At ny p6int in time

e

a.stuletr will On a litited p+=,-.l of words from the master
1



list; the size of this working peekeepends on the student's ability

level .and is'tusually between 5 and 10 words. When one of these word's is

ti mastered,. It t deleted from the peel and replaced by trie next word on

the 1L ,t or by a w, :',rd due f.'r review. Figure presents a fleW chart

for The strand. Each word in the working pool is in one of five possible

instructional states. A trial involves sampling a word from the working

peel and presenting it in an appropriate exerceee format. The student

is pretest i en a.were the first fe'w times it is presented to eliminate

we rd= already krn. i , he knows the word, he will pass the pretest and

rC will be irepped frem the working peol. If the student does not

'le pretest. re first studies the word uting'the recognition exercise.

:f review Is required. ti etudies the word again in what is designated

Figure 4 ae Exercises 4 aed 5.

ee inlicatAl in Figere 4 a given word passes frot one tate to the

cr.:* pre.aent the crux of the opti-
c

to. defIne al appropriate criterion for each

exercise. TniE nay been acre e.eing simple mathematical models to describe

-ne qc,47-1 preceee for each exercise and the transfer functions that

r,11 between ,:xercises (Atkinson & Paulcny 197e). These models ax

sImple Marxev press.- tr.at pr,,ri.e reasonably accurate accounts of

r.

performance 6,.r Parameters of the models are deftnedis

functiens of two factors: (1) the ability of the ,particular student,

and (e) the difficulty of the particular word. An estimate of the

student's ability is obtained by analyzing his response record on .all

previeeei werd,:, and an eetimaee of a word's difficulty is obtained by

analyzing performance on that particular word for all students on the



1

Partial flAr chart for Strand II (sight-word recognition).

The various decisions represented in the bottom part of
the chart are based on fairly complicated- computations that
wake use of the student's response hiayessy. The same
recognition exercise is used in both state 5.4t and 85.

27 -
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program. The student records are continually updated by the c put r

and are used to compute a maximum likelihood estimate of each st is

ability factor and each worll difficulty factor. Given a well ned

.0

model and estimates of its parameter2 we cun Use the Methods of control

theory 'to -define an optimal criterion for each exertite. The criterion

will vary depending on

level, and the precise

th.71(ifficulty c the item, the student's ability

sequence of correct and incorrect responses ade

by the 'student 'to the item. It Is important to.realive that the optimi-

zation scheme is not a simple branching program based on the student's

la.:t response, but depenAs in a. complicated way on his complete response

Optimization between strands (what has been called Level II) was

mentioned earlier in the description of maximum-rate contours. In some

respects tni.4.(cptimization program is the most interesting of the group,

Lt .an,t be expiaine-i witt.L,u1 into sonsiderble mathematical

detail. In essence, a learning model is developed that specifies the

learning rate on each straha as a function of the amount of material that

Deer, mastered in each of the other strands. Us mathematical

1

methods of control theory, an optimal ins!ructional strategy is determineair

based (r1 the model. This strategy defines a closed -loop feedback con-

tr011er tnat specifies daily instructional allocations for ea0-5trand

based on the best current estimate how much tie student has mastered I

in each strand. An account of the theoretical rationale for the program

is presented in Chant and Atkinson (1973).
.3
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Optimizing Class Performance

Next let us consider an example of optimization at what has been

called Level III. The effectiveness of the CAI program can be increased

by optimally allocating instructional time among students. Suppose that .

0

a school has budgeted a fixed amount of time for CAI and must decide how

to allocate that time among a class of first-grade students. For this

example, maximizing the effectiveness of the CAI program will be inter

preted as meaning that we want to maximize the class performance on a

standardized reading test administered at the end of the first grade.

On the basis of prior studies, the following equation has been

developed to predict performance on a standardized reading test as a

function of the time a student spends on the CAI system:.

P(t;i) = A(i) B(i)exp(-tC(1)] .

The equation predicts Student i's performance on a standardized test as

a function of the tine, t, spent on the CAI system during the school

year. The parameters AW, B(i), and C(i.) characterize Student i, and

vary from one student to another. These paraieters can be estimated

from ,cores on reading readiness tests and from the student's performance

during his first hour of CAI. After estimatestof these parameters have

been made, the above equation can be used to predict end-of-year test

scores as a function of the CAI time allocated to that student,

Let us suppose that a school has budgeted a fixed amount of time T

on 'the CAI Alstem for a first-grade class of A students; furthers suppose

that students have had reading readiness tests and * preliminary run on

the CAI system so that estimates of the parameters As B, and C have been
a.

. .ffe

made for eac student. The problem then is to allocate time T among the



N students so as to optimize learning. 'In order to do this, it is first

necesstry 'to have a model of the learning procesl. Although the above

equation does nOt offer a very detailed account of learning, it suffices

as a model for purposes of this problem. This an important point to

keep in mind; the nature of the specific optimization problem determines

the leyeleof complexity that needs to be represented in the learning

model. For some optimization problems, the model must provide a relee

tively detailed account of learning to specify a viable strategy, but

for other problems a simple descriptive equation may suffice.

In addition to a model of the learning process, we must also specify

an instruciional'objective. Only three possible objectives will be

ecnsidered here:

I. Maximize the mean value of P over the class of students.

I. Minimize the variance of P over the class of students.

:II. Maximize the mean value of P under the constraint that the
resulting variance of P is less than or equal to the
variance that would be obtained if no CAI were administered.

Obel ective maximizes the. stain for t. class as a whole; Objective II

reduces differences among students by making the class as homogeneous

as possible; and Objective III attempts to maximize the class performance

wnile :Lnsuring that differences among students are not amplified by CAI.'

if we select Objective I as the instructional objective, then the problem

ef deriving an optimal strategy reduces to maximizing.the function

t( it(2)". .2t.(N) ft_ fil( )-B( i)expl-t( i)C(

rt(1) t(.2; t(N) e T



where t(i) is the time allocated to Student i. This maximitation can be

a done using the methods of dynamic programming. To illustrate the apprbach,

computations were made for a first-grade class for which the parameters

A, B, and C had been estimated for each student. Employing these esti-

mates, computations were carried out to determine the time allocations

that maximized the above-equetion. For the optimal policy, the predicted

mean 'performance 4evel 'of the class on the endof-year tests was 114

higher than a policy that allocated time equally among students (i.e.,

an equal-time policy where t(i) = T/N for all i). This gain represents

a substantial improvement; the drawback is that the class variance is

roughly 151% greater than the variance for the class using an equal-time

policy. This means that if we are only interested in raising the class

ave rage, we will have to give the, rapid.14arners substantially more time

nn 'he CAI system and let them progress far beyond the slaw learners.

Although a time allocation that complies with Objective I does

increase overall class,performance, other objectives need to be considered.

Fcr comparison, time allocations also were computed for Objectives tI and

Table y presehts-the predicted gain in aveL.ige class performance

as a percentage of the mean value for the equal-time policy. Objective

II Yielded a negative gain in the mean; and so it shgad, since. its 'goal

was to minimize yariability, which is accomplished by 'reducing the time

allocations for rapid learners and giving more ittentioq to the slower

ones. The re1uction in variability for. Objective II is 12%4 Objective

III, which strikes a balance between Objective I and Objective II, yields

an 8% gain in mean performance yet reduces variabilityby 6%.

31
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Table 4

Predicted Percent Gain in the 'ban of P and in the
'Variance of P Men COmpared with the Kean and

Variance of the Ewa-Tine Policy

% gain in mean of P

% gain in variance of P

Instractional objective

14 .15 8

15 -12 -6



In view of these results, Objective III would be preferred by- most

ai
educators and laymen: It offers a substantial increase in average per-

toluene* while maintaining a low level of variability. These computations

make it clear that the selection of an instructional objeRtive should not

be done in isolation but should'involve a comparative analysis of several

objectiyes, taking into account more than one dimension of performance.

Erin if the principal goal is' to maximize the class average, it is in-

appropriate in most educational situations to select Objective I over

III if it is only slightly better for the class average, while permitting

variability to mushroom.
2

Effectiveness of thes,,Reading Program

Several evalUa4:on studies of the reading program have been con-

.' ducted In the last few years. Rather than review these here, I would

prefer to desdribe one in some detail (Fletcheri Atkinson, 1972). In

ttis particular study, 50 pairs of kindergarten students were matched on

a number of. variables, including sex. and readiness scores. At the start

f tto first grade, one member of each pair was assigned to theerexperi-

mental group an,! the -other to the control group. Students ifi the

expetimental group received CAI, but only during the first grade; students

in the control group received no CAI. The CAI lasted, approximately 15

minutes per day;3 during this period the control group stUdiotd reading

2
For a more detailed discussion of some of the issues involved in

selecting objective-functions see Jamison, Fletcher, Suppes, and

Atkinson (1975).

31n this study no attempt was made to allocate time optimally among
students in the experiental group; rather, an equal-tide ,poilicy,was

employed. /

333E



in the classroom. Except for this 15-minute period, the school day for

the CAI group was like that of the control group. Standardized tests

were administered at 4..ne and of the first grade and again at the end of

the second grade. All the tests showed roughly, the seme pattern ,(T

reselts; to summarize the findings, only dank from the California Cooper-

ative Primary Reading Test will be described. At the end of the first

grade,, the experimental grtup showed a.: 5.05-mcnth gain over the control

group. The groups, wnen tested a year later (with no intervening CAI

trea-tment) ..._nowed a difference of 4.90 months Thus, the irettial dif-

,erence observed following one year of CAI Was maintained, although not

amplified, during the second year when no CAI was administered to either

gr up.

Nc, definitive conclusions can be drawn from evaluation studies of

* alx.ut the specific coetributiens of CAI versus other aspects

.f material3 used in the CAI

pr,eram are Lmeeirtaet, cis well as other factors.- To do the type of study

tnat weuid isolaee the important variables is too large an undertaking

4,7:rwir;i1.- at this juncture in ehe development of the reading pro-

gram. Enus, to 30Me extent it is a matter of judgment in deciding which

variable ae-eun7. for tnr: differences observed in the above study. In

my view, individualizing .instruction is the key factor in suceesafUlly,

teaching reading. This does eot mean that all phases of instruction

snould be individualized but certain skills" can be mastered only if

instruction is sensitive to the student's particular difficulties. A

reading teaeeer interang Gr. a ,Jnesto-one basis with a :student may

more eefective tran our CAI program. However, when working wite a group-

,
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cif children (even as few as four or five) , it is unlikely that she can

match. the computer's effactiveneoe, in' waking ifttrubtiondl decisions

1

over an exiLended pert:0d of time.

SECOND-LA,GGLiks£ VCC....1.3TLARY LEARNING

In this section, research on CAI programs for second-language vocab-

ulary learning will be discussed. As noted 'elsewhere in this paper, the

cf )1.1r research dh computerited instruction has been to

develcp'adaptive teaching procedures--procedUres that make moment-by-

moment decisions about Which- instructional action Should be taken next

base on tne student's unique response history. To help guide the

theoretical aspect of this work, some years ago we ,initiated a series

cxperiments on the very restricted but well- defined problem of

the teaching of a foreign-language vocabulary. This is an

pr:vile an crate ezeription cf

learning. and these model; can be used in conjunstILE/with the methods

of control tneoxy to derive piecise algorithms s for sequencing instruc-
*-

vocabulary _items. Althougt our original interest in this

wa..,primarily theretical, the Work has proved to have significant

practical-appliAtions. These applications involve computerized vocab-

ulary learning programs designed to supplement college-level courses in

second-language instruction. A particularly interesting effort involves

a supplementary Russian program in use at Stanford University. Students

are exposed to approximately 1,000 words per academic quarter using the

mputer; in conjunction with normal classroom work this program enables
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- them to develop a substantial vocabulary.

4
,.Many foreign language in-

structors believe that' the major lbstacle:4 sUccessfUl instruction in

a second language i.rt not learning0hergrahr of the latguage, but rather

in aocrliring a tuffictent vcat,ulazy'Llo that the :..tulent can engage in

meaningful conversations and read materials other than the textbook.

-In examining the work %Al v.,:cabulary acquisition I will not desdribe

tne CAI pro grams will review some reseal-ohon optimal sequencing'

so;:.emoz that provides the theoretical rationale tor tne programs. It

will be. useful to describe one experiment in some detail before con-
,

zidering more general issues,

An Experiment on Optimal Sequencing Schemes

In this study a large get, of German-English items are to be learned

luring an instructional sespien that involves a series of trials. On

es-::n trial, wne cf German words is presented and thestudent attempts

7.;.e Ehglist truhLlation; cs_rreot translation .s then pre-

sented a brief study period. A predetermined number of trials is

allocated foethe instructional session, and afteir some intervening

period administered over the entire vocabulary. The problem

is to specify a strategy for presenting items during the instructional

ses1. n.;f; that performance on tne delayed test will be maximized.

4

I

I

These CAI vocabulary programs Makeause of oltimal sequencing ache
of the sort to be liscusse,din this section, as evil as certain= ionic
aids. For adiscussion theF,e tr.emonic aiE see Rough and Atkins n
(1975) and Atkins en and Raugn (1975).
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Four strategies for sequencing the instrhetional material vill.be

considered. One strategy, designed PO for random order, is to cycle

through the set of items randomly; this strategy is not expected to be

-particularly effective, but it prQvides a benchmark against whicp to

evaluate ether procedures. A second strategy, designated SS-for self

selection, is to let the student determine for himself how best to

sequence the material. In this mode, the student decides on each trial

which item is4ito be presented; the learner rather than an externa0. comp

troller determines the sequence. of instruction.

Thc third and fourth schemes are based on a( decision-theoretic

analysis' of the task. A mathematical model that provides in accurate

account of vocabulary acquisition is assumed to hold in the present

6
The model is used to compute, on a trial-by-trial basis, an

studt2"t currenp.state of learning. Based on these compu-
arse4"

to inns, items are selected 3 r test and :;turfy so as to optimize the

level f..:f learning achieved at e termination of the instructional ses-

ztoL. Two c-ptlimization strategies derived from this .tgpit of analysis

will be examined. In one case, the computations for determining an
de

-,ptimal strategy are carried out assumifg that all vocabulary items are

of equal difficulty; this strttegy_is designated OE (i.e., optimal under

the assumptibn of equal item difficulty). In the other case, the compu-

rations take into account variaticns in difficulty level among items;

this strategy is called OU (i.e.; optimal under the assumption of unequal,

item difficulty;. The details of these two strategies will be described

later.
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Tile experiment carried cut %::..er computer.cntml; thedetallP

of the experimental prOcedure are giveb in Atkinson (19720. The students
4

participate1 it two .1_es ions: ae ".t.ntructienal sessiOn" of apprcximately

two -.urs an1 a 'briefer."lelavel-te fileinintere1 velelater.

ielayed tev: was the'slme for all students and involved a te, t. over

tr.e emir cabulary. The instructional eeseich was more complicated.-

'The vocabulary iteee,were divided 4evenlis sp each containing 12

:;er=as; t:.t 'z.'Afven lists were arranged in a rodne-robin order. . On

each trial ,A the instructlenal :4eesion a list Was displayed on a pro-

4ectiee and the :.tudeet. inspectled it for a brief period of lime;

list involved only the 12 German words and not their Engligh trans-

Isti7nz. Then one of t e items on the list was selected for test and

4
-A.}

ep..;ter:

the et; (,E, and. vL ccndition4i theAtem was selected by the

tfle 23 cenditi,n the item was chosen by the student. After

fr.-1, .:r attempted te pnwile

sy typing c.,,mputer console , then feedback regarding the

nrrect translaticn vaz given. The next trial began with the computer

z,playiNg the next itst in tne re-und robin, and the same prOcedure was-

repeated. instructienal session continued in this fashion for 336

The reults of tn& expertment'are summarized, i Figure 5. Data ,are

pr r' -anted the left side of "re figure for performance on :Aacceesive,

bl.cks trial: durpng the i%etructional session; on the right are

results frog tic test seas for administered one week after the instruc-

tlen 1 Lei:sien. Tne late

it supceisie blocks of d4 trLals;4

".4

ses,Aon are presente1

the PG condition thie mean4; thilt
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on the average each item was presented wice in each of these blocks.

Note that performance during the instructIonal session is best for the

Wcondition, nex the OE condition which is slightly better

than the SS c nditiOn, and poorest for the OU condition. The Order of

the groups is reversed on the delayed test. (Two points are displayed

in the figure for the delayed test to indicate,tklat the test involved

two random cycles through the entire vocabulary; however the values

ziven are the average over the two test cycles.) \The OU condition is

best with a correct resp nse probability of .79;,the SS condition is

7.ext with .58; the OE c ndition follows closely- at .54 and the RO con-

iition is poorest at .38. The observed pattern of results is hat one

would expect. In the SS condition, the students are trying to test

he7.selvete"'un items they do not know; consequently, during the instruc-

.7.ecsicn, they should heve a lowe proportion of correct responses

gift

run or. the RO pr,,:cedUre,where items are tested at random.

imilarly, the CE and CU conditions evolve a procedure that attempts to

ilentify and test those items that have not yet been mastered and should

pnAuce high error rates during rinstructional session. The ordering

groups on the. delayed test is reversed since all words are tested in

a rater:- selective fashion; under these conditions the proportion of correct

responses provides a measure of a student's true mastery of the total

-.set of vocabulary items.
"11.3'---'.7"

The magnitude of effects observed on the delayed VEt are of

practical significance. The SS .condition (when ,c ared to the BO

cTidition) leads too_filative gain of 53%, whereas the OU condition

yields,q,.relative gain of 108%. It is teresting that students were
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somewhat effective in determining an ,,ptimal study sequence, but not so

effective as the best of the two adaptive teaching systems.

Rationale for Sequencing Schemes

Both the CU and OE schemes assume that vocabulary learning can be

described by a fairly simple model. lie .postulate that a given item is

in one of three states (P, T, and U) at any moment in time. If the item

is in State P, then its translation is known and this knowlSdge is

"relatively" permanent in the sense that the learning of other items

will n.ct interfere with it. If the item is in State T, then it is also

kno,T* but on ,a "temporary" basis; in State T the learning of other items

can give rise to interference effects that cause the item to be forgotten.

-

In Sate U the item is not known, and the' student is unable to give a

tranlation.

Wren Item i is presented on a .trial during)the instructional session,

the ftlleving transition matrix describes the'possible chance in 'its state:

P T U

P 1 0 0

L(1) T x(i) l-x(i) 0

U y(i)

Row5 of_ the matrix represent the state of-the item at the start of the

trial, and columns th%pstate at the end of the"trial. On a trial when

Lome item other than item i is presented for test and study transitions

in the'state.of Item i also may take place. Such transitions can occur

only if the student makes an error to the. other item; in that case the

transition matrix applied 70 Item i is as follows:

Ll



1"4

I

T
U 0

T

1 -r(i) f(CI).)] .

0 /

Babically, the idea is that when someiottler item is presented that the

student does not know, forgetting may occur for Item A if it is in

State T.

/
To summarize, when Item i is presented for test and study transi=

Lion Matrix L(i) is applied; when some other item is presented that

elicits ki error, Matrix 4(i) is app ied. It is also assumed that at

the start or the instructional session Item i is-either in State P, with

probability g(i), or in State U, )iith probability l-g(i); the student

either knows the translation wit out having studied the item or does

not. The above assum5tions pr4ide a complete description of the learning,

process. The parameter vector/(x(i), y(i), z(i), f(i)r g(i)) charge -

/

teri'zes the learning of Item . in the vocabulary set. The first three

P arameters govern the acqui4tion process; the next parameter, forgetting;

and the last, the student's ii.novledge prior to entering the experiment.

We now turn to .a discussion of how the OE and OU procedures were

derived from the model. Piiorto conducting the experiment reported

here, a pilot study was run using the same word lists and the RO pro-

cedure described above. /Data from the pilot study were employed to ,

estimate the parameters of the model; the estimates were obtained using

minimum chi-square procedures described in Atkinson (1972b). Two

separate estimates of parameters were made. In one case it was assumed

that the items were all equally difficult, and data from all a4 items

42
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were lumped together to obtain a single estimate of the parameter vector;

this estimation procedure will be _call.ed the equal-parameter case (E

case). In ta. second case the data were separated by items, and an egti-

mate the parameter vector waz. !7;a,le :!'r each f `'ne 8. item., this

procedure will be called the unequal- parameter case'(U case). The two

sets cf paramel'er etimates were then used to- generate the optimization

ocheme previcusly referred to as the 3E and OU procedures.

fQrmulate an instructional strategy? it s necessary to

be tut the qUantity To be itaximized. For the present experi-

men!: *Tne giDal is to maximize the l'otal number of items the student

C r rt 6n t:;le delayed test.
5 To do this, we need to

Tpec'...fy relatimship between4fte state of learning at the end of

- and performance on the delayed test. The

made ere ir that only those iter in State P at the end of

rl.c!: al will ne .ran fated correctly on the delayed

: ".em 1,r1 :,F,ate I is presumed !7:) be forgotten during the inter-

y- prrblem Of maximizing delayed-test-performance

ma.c..z141r4 ntaber f ittz. in State P at the end of the

,,nor mea'vum_T; can be used to assess the benefits of an instructional
F.trategy; e.w., in this case weights could be assigned to items measur-

ing their 4relative importance.. Also costs may be aesotiated with the
variou actie taken du7ing it instructional session. Thus, my the
general case !,ne op-Lml7a17.problem involves assessing costs and
nenefit,; !ind'finding a strategy that. maximizes an appropriate function

n them. Fcr a iti:ussic,n f these- pcintn see Dear, Silberman,

Estavan, and fikin:F,m (1967), and Smallwood (1962, 1971).
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BEsT an MUNK"
Having numerical values for parameters and knowing a student's

response history, it is possible to estimate his current state of learn-

6
ing, Stated acre precisely, the learning model can be used to derive

equations and, in turn,"compute tihe probabili.lies of being in states P,

T, and U for each item at the start of any trial, conditionalized on the

student's response history up to that trial. Given numerical estimates

of these prcbabilities a strategy for optimizing performance is to

select that item for presentation that has the greatest probability of

moving into Sta4 P. This strategy has been termed the one-stage opti-

mization procedure because it locks ahead one trial in making decisions.

The true optimal policy (i.e., an N-stage procedure) would consider all

possible item-response sequences for the remaining trialts and select the

next item so az to maximize the number of items in State P at the ter-

mination of the instructional session. 'Unfortunately, for the present

case !..ne N-stage vlicy cannot be applied because the computations are

too tide consuming even for a large computer. Monte Carlo studies

Indicate that the one-stage policy is A good approximation to the ,

optimal strategy; it was for this reason, as well as the relative ease

6
The student's "response history" is a record for each trial of the
vocabulary item presented and the response that occurred. It can be,
shown that there exists a "sufficient history" that contains only the

-information necessary to estimate the student's current state of
learning; the sufficient history is a function oe the complete history
and the assumed learning' model (Groen & Atkinson, 1966). For the model
considered in this paper the eufficient histc4y is fairly simple. It

is specified in terms of individual vocabulary items for each student;
we need to know the ordered sequence of correct and incorrect responses
to a given item plus the number of errors' .(to other items) that inter-
vene between each presentation of the item.
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of computing, that the one-stage procedure woe; employed. For a discus-

_ sion of one-stage and ,N -stage policies and Monte Carlo studies comparing

t. ea see Or r. and Atkinson (1966), Oalfee (1970), and Laubsch (1970).

The ,21rimizaticr, prc,celur*. at% ate implemented .n the

computer and permitted decisions, to be made for each student on ,a trial-

by-trial basis. tuder.ts in, the OE group, the computations were

carried cut.,using the five parameter values estimated under the ageump-
,

tion of tc.-iene,x....2, items (1 case); for students in the Obi group the-

d, computations were based or. the 420 parameter Values estimated under the

asumption of heterogeneous items (U case).

The "it." procedure is sensitive to interitem differences and conse-

quently generates a more effective optiiization strategy than the OE

pro The OE pmzedure, however, is almost as effective as having

ne,,..iitt_uderit make "is own instructional decisions and far superior to a

reelm presentatin sc eme.

The study reported here is one to a series of experiments dealing

with optimal sequencing 4themes. 1:1'. was selected because it is ,easily

.deJcribefl. and permits direct comparison between a learner-controlled

procedurervertils procedures based on a decision-theoretic analysis. For

4

a review o .7,ther studies slmilar to the one reported above see Chiang

(197 )1 Celaney (1974), Laubsch (1970), Kimball (1973), Paulson (1973)1

and Atkinson and Paulson (1972). Some of these studies examine, pro-

cedures that are more powerful than the ones described here, but they

are complicated and difficult to describe without going into mathematical

detail. The major -"Improvements involve two far"-tors: (1) methods for

estimating the model's parameters during the course of instruction, and



(2) more sophisticated pays of interpreting the model's parameters to

take account.of both differences among students and differences among

items. For example, let P(i0j) be a generic symbol for a parameter

vector characterizing student i learning v1.-abulary item j. In these

studies P( i,J) is specified as a funct'.on of a vector A(i) measuring the

ability of student i and a vector D(j) measuring the difficulty of item

J. The problem then is to estimate the ability level of each student

and tr-e c,f each item while tne student is running on the

prcgVIM a study reported in Atkinson and Paulson (1972), rather

lramatio results .were btained using such a procedure. A special feature

tn,e. study was that st ents were run in successive groups, each

starting after the prior group had completed the experiment. As would

be expected, the overall gains increased from one group to the next..

The reason is that n..)r the first group of btudents the estimates of item

4 1 4. . 4r .04 46. / :rul but imprved with the accumulation of data

frrAn each Luccessive wave. of students. Near the end of the study esti-

mates of D(J) were quite precise and were essentially constants in the

7),:item. The only task that remained when a new student came on the

system was to estimate A(i); tnat is, the parameters characterizing his
a

particular ability ,level. This sudy provides an example of an adaptive

instructional system that meets both of the requirements stated earlier

in tnis paper. The sequencing of instruction varies as a function of

each-student's history record, and over time the system improved in

efficiency by using data from previous students to sharpen its estimates

of the difficulty c4f rnstructional materials.
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CONCLUDING IMAMS

The projects described in this paper have theme in common,

namely,-developing.computer-controlled procedures for optimizing the

instructional process. For several of the instructional tasks consid-

ered here, mathematical models of the learning process were formulated

which made it-possible to use formal methods in deriving optimal policies.

In other cases the "optimal schemes" were not optimal in a well-defined

sense,' text were based on our intuitions about learning and some relevant

experiments. In a sense, the diversity represented in these examples

correoponds to the state of the art in the field of instructional design.

For some tasks we can use psychological theory to help define optimal

procedures; for others our intuitions, modified by experiments, must

guide the effort. Hopefully, our understanding of these matters will

increase as more projects are undertaken to develop sophisticated in-

st.ructionaltprocedures.

Some have argued that any attempt to devise optimal strategies is

delmed to failure, and that the learner himself is the best judge of

appropriate instructional actions. I am not sympathetic to a learner-

controlled approach to instruction, because I believe its advocates are

trying to avoid the difficult but challenging task of developing a viable

theory of instruction. There obviously is a place for the learner's
o.

judgments in making instructional decisions'; for example, such judg-

ments play an important role in several parts of our SIP course. However,

using the` learner's judgment as one of several items of information in

making instructional decisions is different from proposing that the
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learner should have complete control: Results presented in this paper

and those cited in Beard, rton, Searle, and AtAlinson (1973) indicate

that the learner is not a pa icularly effective decision maker in

guiding the learning process. \

Elsewhere I have defined the criteria that must be satisfied before
$

an optimal instructional procedure fan be derived using formal methods

(Atkinson, 1972a). Roughly stated, they require that the.folloving

elements of anAnstrictional situation clearly specified:

(1) The set of admissible instructi'Onal actions

(2) The instructional objectives

(3) A measurement scale that permits costs to be assigned to
each of the instructional acttonstand payoffs to the achieve-
ment of instructional objectives

(4) A model of the learning process

if 're >e four elements can be given a precise interpretation, then it is

pc5sible tr; leriv)e an A)imal instructional policy. The sclution

for an optimal policy is riot guaranteed; but in recent years powerful

, tools have been developed for discovering optimal, or near optimal, pro -

cedures if they exist. 1 will no* discuss these four elements here except

. to note that the first%three can usually be specified with a fair degree

on consensus. Issues of snort-term versus long-term assessments of ,costs

and payoffs raise important questions regarding educational policy, but

at least for the types of instructional situations examined in this paper

4
reasonable specifications can be offered for the first tillte elements.

However, the fourth element--the specification of a model of the learning

process--represents a_major obstacle. Our tnecretical understanding of

learning is so limited that only in very special cases can .a model be
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specified in enough detail to enable the derivation' of optimal procedures.

Until we have a much deeper understanding of the-alearnint process,' the

identification of truly effective strategieswill not be possible. How+

ever, en ell-inclusive theory 'of learning is, not a prerequisite for the

development of optimal p.1.1Ocedures. What is needed is a model that
4

captures the essential features of that part of the.learning process

being tapped by a given instructionailleask. Even models thathave been

rejected on the basis of laboratory investigations may be useful im,

deriving instructional strategies. Several of the learninp models con-

sidered in this paper have proven unsatisfactory when tested in the

laboratory and evaluated using standard goodness-of-fit criteria; never-

theless, the optimal strategies they generate are often quite effective.

My own preference is to formulate as complete a learning model as

intuition and data will permit and then use that model to investigate

..Ttimal procedures. When possible the learning model should be repre-

sented in the form of mathematical equationsltbut otherwise as a set of

statements .in a computer-simulation program. The main point is that the

development of a theory of instructi *not progress if one holds the

view that a comprehensive theory of earning is a prerequisite. Rather,

advances in learning theory will affect the development of a theory of

instruction, and, conversely the development of a theory of instruction

will e t4 direction of research on learning.
i

.00
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